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Introduction

The idea that “nothing hinders” the publication, dissemination, or accessibility of information is a core, though sometimes controversial, value of librarianship represented by the term “intellectual freedom.” Historically, the Roman Catholic Church has used this same phrase, albeit in Latin as “nihil obstat,” to formally grant permission to Catholic authors publishing works. The phrase, when viewed in the context of intellectual freedom, is contradictory: an author needs permission from church officials so that nothing may hinder the publication of his or her work. Permissions from the Church are required before publishing a material in order to ensure the quality of the content before disseminating it to the general public, including the Catholic faithful.

This poster seeks to provide an overview of intellectual freedom as an inherent value of librarianship, the history of and religious values associated with Catholic censorship and publication practices, and the juxtaposition of these two perspectives, raising the broader question: How do personally held religious values align with or contradict the professional values of librarianship?

Catholic Values: “Lead us not into temptation...”

- Printed words can harm: The soul, faith, and morals must be protected! The Code of Canon Law (1983), a source that codifies values for religious and lay Catholics worldwide, states: “In order to safeguard the integrity of faith and morals, pastors of the Church have the duty and the right to ensure that in writings or in the use of the means of social communication there should be no ill effect on the faith and morals of Christ’s faithful.” (Cann. 823 § 1, p. 149)

- “The Church must state the truth clearly and unmistakably” (Barten, 1932, p. 28)

Controlling the publication and dissemination of information about the faith is a method of communicating the Truth.

- Loyalty and obedience to Christ and to the Church

It is the natural duty of Catholics to listen to God and His representation through Church leadership, adhere to the laws of the Church, and to act on their own request in the phrase “Lead us not into temptation” in the Our Father

Definitions

Intellectual freedom (IF): James LaRue (2007) defines IF as “the belief in the fundamental dignity of individual inquiry and the right to exercise it” (p. 4). Library patrons have the right to actively explore information.

Censorship: The American Library Association’s (ALA) Office for Intellectual Freedom (2010) defines censorship as “not only the deletion or excision of parts of published materials but also efforts to ban, prohibit, suppress, proscribe, remove, label, or restrict materials” (p. 13). Censorship is a method used to inhibit intellectual freedom.

Librarianship Values: “Openness should be our goal”

- Protect patron access to information

The Library Bill of Rights charges librarians to “provide materials and information” regardless of “partisan or doctrinal disapproval” (ALA, 1996). The Freedom to Read Statement (ALA, 2004) advocates for patrons stating: “It is the responsibility of publishers and librarians, as guardians of the people’s freedom to read, to contest encroachments upon that freedom...”

- Beyond bias

In addition to overcoming external disapproval, librarians must overcome personal conflicts. The Code of Ethics of the American Library Association (ALA, 2004) states: “We distinguish between our personal convictions and professional duties and do not allow our personal beliefs to interfere with fair representation of the aims of our institutions or the provision of access to their information resources.”

Publications

- Intellectual freedom manual
- Code of Ethics of the American Library Association
- Publication Permissions
- Individual texts by Catholic authors treating specific classes of works, including books on theology & religious instruction, must be submitted for ecclesiastical approval before being printed. Some books, such as editions of the Bible, are automatically prohibited unless they receive the approval of Church authorities.

Past Research

In 1977, Sister Maureen Kehoe, SCL conducted a research study to determine the attitudes of members of the Midwest Unit of Catholic Library Association (CLA) toward intellectual freedom and censorship (p. 3). Kehoe sought to understand whether CLA member attitudes aligned with those represented through ALA. To do this, she sent out questionnaires to members of the Midwest Unit of the CLA. Kehoe (1977) concluded that most participants “agreed with the basic principle to include in libraries materials on all sides of controversial issues...” (p. 3). Likewise, the majority of participants agreed that materials should not be “removed from libraries because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval” (p. 13).

Future Research

Based on the long history of Catholic censorship, legislation in the Code of Canon Law, and the fact that 34.1% of American Roman Catholics think that “there is a natural conflict between being a devout religious person and living in modern society” (Association of Religion Data Archive, 2015), it is worth investigating how modern librarians who are Catholic and/or who are working in Catholic libraries balance their religious and professional values.

My goal is to study members of the entire Catholic Library Association (CLA) in order to ascertain how personal religious values of members of CLA align with or contradict contemporary professional values promoted by ALA. This topic should also be studied on a larger scale. To achieve this end, I plan to survey members of the American Theological Library Association (ATLA), representing a diverse number of faiths and employment situations across many types of libraries (eg. seminary, public universities). The data which I collect from ATLA members will later be compared to future data that I intend to collect about the personally held religious values and the professional values of ALA members.
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